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Tom ------------------- television every day.

is watching  watches has watched had watched

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Tom ---------------------- right now.

watches has been watchin

is watching watched

2-

1. 2.

3. 4.

When the sun rises, it ---------------- from below the horizon.

appears is appearing appeared has appeared

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This food --------------------- good.

is tasting has been tasting

was tasting tastes

4-

1. 2.

3. 4.

I don’t approve of Ann’s behavior. She is being ---------------- .

kind sick careful angry

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Sara ------------------- on the grass in the park right now.

lied is lying is laying  lay

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

While I ------------------- down the street, it began to rain.

walked was walking have walked had walked

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Mary ---------------------- her dirty socks on the floor for me to pick up!

always leaves always left

is always leaving has always been leaving

8-

1. 2.

3. 4.

I ---------------------- finished a letter to my parents.

just always already since

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I -------------------- Alex since he was a child.

was knowing have been knowing

have known am knowing

10-

1. 2.

3. 4.

After the rain ------------------ , I’m going to sweep the front porch.

will stop stopped have stopped stops

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The baby got two new ---------------- .

tooth tooths teeth teeths

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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I fixed the ------------------ bicycle.

childs’ childrens’ child’s children’

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I have a ---------------- brother.

tens-year-old ten-years-old tens-years-old ten-year-old

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Isabel has ----------------- assignments.

too much much too too many a little

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Somebody left ------------------ books on my desk.

theirs their themselves yourselves

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The children drew pictures of ------------------ .

themselves ourselves yourselves myself

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

All of you did a good job. You should be ------------------- yourselves.

enjoy angry at feel sorry for proud of

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We write to -------------------- every week.

one after another other than

one another one after the other

19-

1. 2.

3. 4.

----------------- I borrow your pen?

Would May Am I able to Was I able to

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

------------------- you pass the salt?

Will Should Must May

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Rice ----------------- have water in order to grow.

will ought to must can

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Where are we ----------------- to meet?

supposing suppose supposes supposed

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: Do you think the grocery store is still open?

B: It -----------------------. I can’t ever remember what their hours are.

must be could be is will be

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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A: Let’s be really quiet when we go into the baby’s room. The baby --------------- , and  we don't

want to wake her up. 

B: Okay.

might sleep might be sleeping

might have been sleeping might have sleep

25-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A: Look at the man standing outside the window on the fifteenth floor of the building!

B: He ---------------------- crazy.

must be must have been

should be should have been

26-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A: Why didn’t Sam eat?        

B: Sam ------------------ hungry.

wasn’t could have been

might not be might have been

27-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A: Jim is eating everything in the salad but the onions. He’s pushed all of the onions to  the side of

his plate.

B: He must not ----------------- onions.

be liking have been liking like have liked

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Kay has been studying hard. She ------------------ well on the test tomorrow.

must do have to do must be doing should do

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: It’s very important for you to be there on time.

B: I --------------- be there at seven o’clock. I promise!

must will should have to

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: Did Ed really mean what he said yesterday?

B: No, I don’t think so. I think he  ---------------------.

must be kidding must have been kidding

should be kidding should have been kidding

31-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Illiteracy is still a problem in my country but, it ------------------- much worse.

would be used to have been

used to be would have

32-

1. 2.

3. 4.

I would rather go to a movie tonight than -------------------- grammar.

study studying studied be studying

33-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The movie was okay, but I would rather ----------------------- to the concert last night.

go going have gone gone

34-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There was a long line in front of the theater. We ----------------------- almost an hour to buy our

tickets.

have waited had to waiting

had been waited had to wait

35-

1. 2.

3. 4.

That report ------------------- by Alex.

is prepared is preparing prepared has prepared

36-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Windmills -------------------- by the Persians around 1500 years ago.

were inventing were invented invented are inventing

37-

1. 2. 3. 4.

An island --------------------------- by water.

surrounds was surrounded is surrounded surrounded

38-

1. 2. 3. 4.

These books --------------------- to the library by tomorrow.

have to returned had to returned

have to returning have to be returned

39-

1. 2.

3. 4.

We can’t wait any longer! Something ---------------------- immediately.

should be done have to be done must do has to do

40-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I’m sorry. You are not ----------------------- for the job. We need someone with a degree in electrical

engineering.

qualified qualification qualify quality

41-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Jack is married -------------- Joan.

with to into of

42-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Bobby is not very brave. He is scared -------------------- his own shadow.

of with by to

43-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We can leave as soon as you --------------------.

dressed get dressed dress were dressed

44-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The ----------------------- woman was put into an ambulance.

injure injury injuring injured

45-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The --------------------- supported new taxes.

political politically politics politician

46-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I have ------------------- money.

no many any few

47-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Choose the pronunciation of the –ed in the following sentence:

Alice pushed and pulled.

d - d t - t t - d d - t

48-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the plural form of the following pair of words?     

radio – hero

radios – heroes radioes – heros

radioes – heroes radios – heros

49-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Add final -es / -s to the nouns in italics if necessary in the following sentence.

Parenting requires a lot of patience, but it provides many reward.

patiences – reward patience – reward

patiences – rewards patience - rewards

50-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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